Cardiopulmonary Bypass in Non-Cardiac Surgery.
Cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) are used to facilitate circulatory support in standard cardiac surgery and emergency intervention, but CPB and ECMO are not used routinely in non-cardiac surgery involving the thorax and major vessels. The primary aim of this study was to identify the type of non-cardiac procedures and bypass used in our institution and review the patient outcomes including perioperative and bypass complications. A retrospective study was performed within the Royal Adelaide Hospital Cardiothoracic Surgery Unit (CTSU) that examined all operations between 2006 and 2014. There were 1,816 non-cardiac cases, of these nine used CPB or ECMO. Cases excluded from the study were those that required cardiac surgical management with the use of CPB or ECMO. Twelve (12) non-cardiac surgery cases were reviewed, with three, and nine cases, respectively, using ECMO and CPB standby or support. The non-cardiac surgical procedures included eight thoracic cases, two renal cases and two tracheal cases. Of the thoracic cases, five were elective, two were bailout and one was an emergency. Both renal cases were bailout (with one as major vessel support and one as standby). Both tracheal cases were bailout (one as an emergency and one as standby). Intraoperative complications included severe haemorrhage in three cases. General postoperative complications included increased analgesia requirement, atelectasis, fever; and prolonged ECMO support and ICU stay which occurred in seven cases. No direct complications of CPB or ECMO are reported. Four of the 12 cases that encompassed thoracic, renal and tracheal surgery are discussed in detail. Our review of 12 cases managed under the CTSU has shown that extracorporeal circulatory support can be used in a range of thoracic, renal and tracheal surgery. These surgical procedures have involved the management of haemodynamically unstable patients. Patient outcomes have been encouraging with few complications. With further research including the use of a larger sample size and control groups, more definitive conclusions could be made on the benefit of CPB and ECMO to patients in non-cardiac surgery.